## In The News

**Friday, Oct. 29, 2010**

- **Meet Integrative Ear, Nose & Throat Expert, Dr. Sezelle Gereau Haddon**
  - 10/29/2010
  - AOL Health
  - View Clip

- **little music, a little theater at Wed. event (Drs. Hunter & Alpert)**
  - 10/29/2010
  - Arizona Daily Star
  - View Clip

- **Construction of the $129 million Health Sciences Education Building (HSEB)**
  - 10/29/2010
  - Associated Press (AP) - Phoenix Bureau
  - Text Below

- **Association of blood pressure and heart rate response during exercise with cardiovascular events in the Heart and Soul Study.**
  - 10/29/2010
  - BioPortfolio
  - View Clip

- **UMC WILL BECOME THE FIRST HOSPITAL IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA TO COMPLETELY STOP HANDING OUT FORMULAS STARTING NEXT WEEK.**
  - 10/29/2010
  - News 13 This Morning - KOLD-TV
  - Text below

- **Acupuncture offers aid for insomniacs: Southwest Michigan practitioners say ...**
  - 10/29/2010
  - Kalamazoo Gazette - MLive.com
  - View Clip

- **Mesothelioma Surgery (Dr. Jonathan Daniel)**
  - 10/29/2010
  - WSOC Charlotte
  - View Clip

---

**Associated PressArizona Daybook**

10/29/2010

Associated Press (AP) - Phoenix Bureau

Associated Press Arizona Daybook for Friday, Oct. 29.
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Listings do not indicate the AP will cover the events. Please keep the AP in mind when news of statewide interest develops in your area. For questions about the Daybook, please call the AP Phoenix bureau at 602-258-8934 or the AP West Regional Desk at 602-417-2400. Items to be considered for interest can be e-mailed to aparizona (at) ap.org or to westdaybook (at) ap.org.

NEW

Oct. 29. 8:30 a.m. HEALTH SCIENCES BUILDING CONSTRUCTION — Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon and **Stuart Flynn, MD, dean of the University of Arizona College of Medicine** - Phoenix as they ride bulldozers to move the first dirt in the construction of the $129 million Health Sciences Education Building (HSEB).
Location: Construction Lot behind Virginia G. Piper Auditorium, UA College of Medicine, 600 E. Van Buren St., Phoenix
Contacts: Al Bravo, 602-827-2022
NEW
Oct. 29. 10:45 a.m. GOVERNOR MEET GREET _ Gov. Brewer to attend Casa Grande Meet and Greet.
Location: Evas Fine Mexican Food , 2033 N. Pinal Ave., Casa Grande
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
NEW
Oct. 29. 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. ASU BLOCK PARTY _ ASU's Downtown Phoenix campus will celebrate Homecoming 2010 with a community festival.
Location: ASU Downtown Phoenix campus, Taylor Mall, Central Avenue and Taylor Street, Phoenix
Contacts: Marshall Terrill (ASU Media), (602) 496-1005 or (480) 332-7554
NEW
Oct. 29. 1 p.m. GOVERNOR VETERANS CEREMONY _ Governor to speak at the Arizona Veterans Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony.
Location: El Zaribah Shrine , 552 N. 40th St., Phoenix
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
NEW
Oct. 29. 2:15 p.m. GOVERNOR CD5 RALLY _ Gov. Brewer to attend rally for Congressional District 5.
Location: Grace Inn Phoenix, 10831 S. 51st St., Phoenix
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
NEW
Oct. 30. 9 a.m. GOVERNOR MEET GREET _ Gov. Brewer to attend Tucson Meet and Greet.
Location: McCain-McClung Campaign Office, 2945 E. Grant Road, Tucson
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
NEW
Location: Outback, 328 E. 16th St.
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
NEW
Location: 2205 W. Lone Cactus Drive, Phoenix
Contacts: Paul Senseman (Gov. Jan Brewer's press office), 602-542-1342
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UMC WILL BECOME THE FIRST HOSPITAL IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA TO COMPLETELY STOP HANDING OUT FORMULAS STARTING NEXT WEEK.
10/29/2010
News 13 This Morning - KOLD-TV

FORMULA DISCHARGE GIFT BAGS WITH WILL NO LONGER BE GIVEN OUT TO MOTHERS. UMC WILL BECOME THE FIRST HOSPITAL IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA TO COMPLETELY STOP HANDELING OUT FORMULAS STARTING NEXT WEEK. NEARLY 250 HOSPITALS ACROSS THE COUNTRY HAVE COMPLETELY ELIMINATED THE BABY FRIENDLY INITIATIVE. A LACTATION CONSULTANT AT UMC SAYS THAT FORMULA COMPANIES HAVE A STRONGHOLD IN HOSPITALS AND THEY ARE TRYING TO ELIMINATE THAT. RESEARCH SHOWS THOSE WHO RECEIVE THE FORMULA DISCHARGE BAGS HAVE LOWER EXCLUSIVE BREASTFEEDING
RATES. THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS RECOMMENDS EXCLUSIVELY BREASTFEEDING FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS. THE ONLY OTHER HOSPITAL IN ARIZONA TO COMPLETELY ELIMINATE THE FORMULA PROGRAM IS FLAGSTAFF MEDICAL CENTER UP NORTH. AND TUCSON MEDICAL CENTER SAYS THEY AVOID HANDING THEM OUT BUT WILL PROVIDE THEM TO PATIENTS IN NEED. A NEW STUDY SAYS GREEN TEA DOES NOT PROTECT AGAINST BREAST CANCER. NEW THIS MORNING, THE STUDY FOLLOWED MORE THAN 50-THOUSAND WOMEN. SOME DRANK LESS THAN 1 CUP OF GREEN TEA A DAY, OTHERS DRANK MORE THAN TEN. RESEARCHERS FOUND NO LINK BETWEEN DRINKING GREEN TEA AND BREAST CANCER RISK. EARLIER STUDIES SUGGESTED GREEN TEA COULD HELP FIGHT CANCER. HAPPENING NOW, FIREFIGHTERS ARE TRYING TO GAIN CONTROL OF A WILDFIRE BURNING AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE IN CALIFORNIA. AT ONE POINT THE 400-ACRE BLAZE WAS THREATENING SIX MILITARY BASE BUILDINGS. BASE OFFICIALS SAY THE WILDFIRE STARTED NEAR A SPACE LAUNCH COMPLEX AS EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS WERE CONDUCTING INSPECTIONS. SO FAR SEVERAL POWER POLES TO THE BASE HAVE BURNED. WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING, EruptING AGAIN. RIGHT NOW IT IS FORCING EVEN MORE PEOPLE TO EVACUATE. MORE THAN 40,000 PEOPLE HAVE FLED OR BEEN EVACUATED FROM THE MOUNTAINS SLOPES IN THE PAST DAYS. VOLUNTEERS HAVE SET UP A PUBLIC KITCHEN TO FEED THE EVACUEES. A SERIES OF MASSIVE ERUPTIONS HAVE LEFT 32 DEAD AND BLANKETED SURROUNDING VILLAGES IN ASH. KOLD NEWS 13 TIME NOW, IT )S BEEN TALKED ABOUT FOR YEARS, BUT FIND OUT WHY THIS MORNING THE IDEA TO PUT A HIGH SPEED TRAIN BETWEEN PHOENIX AND TUCSON IS GETTING A CLOSER LOOK. AD LIB, STAGE AND SCREEN ACTOR JAMES MACARTHUR, WHO PLAYED "DANNO" IN o THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF TELEVISION )S "HAWAII FIVE-0, " HAS DIED AT AGE 72, THAT )S WHAT )S MAKING HEADLINES IN HOLLYWOOD THIS MORNING.